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1. In this note we describe some spectral analysis which is naturally attached to arbitrary Riemannian manifolds. These considerations are quite simple but they may
prove useful since they give a common structure to rather diverse problems. We illustrate this with some examples, including various very recent results. All facts for
which we give no reference will be published elsewhere.
Our model is the analysis of "geometric55 operators on compact Riemannian manifolds. On such a manifold, M, of dimension m, consider hermitean vector bundles Ei
and differential operators d, : CS°(Ei) -^ C^^E^) with the property d^ o di == 0.
Thus we obtain a complex

O^C^W^CW^^^^^C^E^^O.

(1.1)

As is well known, the complex is effectively studied via the operator d : Cg°(Eev) ~>
Co°°(^odd), where
Eev ••= ^ E^i ,

Eodd '•= ^ ^2»+1 ?

»>0

i>0

(1.2)

d(uo^2,---) := {doUQ +d[u2,d^U2 + < 4 u 4 , - - - ) ,
and dt denotes the (formal) adjoint of rf,. From d we obtain a symmetric differential
operator A : CS°(E) -^ C^°{E\ where
E := Eev 9 JEodd , A := d^ © ddt.

(1.3)

We will now call the complex geometric or a Dirac complex if for the principal symbol
of A we have
<7(A)(0=|^| 2 ,
(1.4)
i.e. A is a generalized Laplace operator. It follows that d + d^ is a generalized Dirac
operator on E in the sense of Gromov and Lawson [Gr+La], and that the splitting
E = 2?ev ® Eodd is admissible. Conversely, every generalized Dirac operator arises in
this way.
Since M is compact, A is essentially self-adjoint and the unique self-adjoint extension, also denoted by A, is the object of spectral analysis in this case. From ellipticity
we see that A has a discrete spectrum. This is linked to the geometry of M for example
by the classical asymptotic expansion of Minakshisundaram-Pleijel:

^^^^r^2^^.
t\0'

J^O
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(i-5)

The dj are recursively defined and locally computable in terms of the geometric data,
but the actual computation is possible only for very small values of j. Nevertheless,
the method can be used to prove the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem (cf. [At-Bo-P],
[Ge]), via
ind^tre-^-tre-^1
(L6)

tr e-^ ,
==:• Use

where trg stands for the supertrace.
Another result of importance is the Hodge Theorem which asserts an isomorphism
between the cohomology of the complex (1.1) and the finite dimensional vector spaces
ker A n C§°(Ei).
Our general remarks will take these basic results as guideline.

2. From the results mentioned above we abstract the notion of a Bilbert complex.
By this we mean a family of Hilbert spaces, jB",, and densely defined closed operators
Di £ C(JEf,,ffi-n), the set of all closed operators which are densely defined in Hi and
have values in -Hi-n. We denote by Vi^ T^i the domain and the image of 25i, and we
require that Di(Vi) C ^1+1 and D^DI = 0. Thus we obtain a complex
O^PoD?^l^•••D^l^N^O.

(2.1)

Hi := ker Di/imA-i

(2.2)

We denote by
the cohomology groups of this complex, and we call
^:=dim^,

(2.3)

the 1th geometric Betti number of the complex (2.1). If the /3, are all finite we call
^P.P)^^-!)^
»>o

(2.4)

the geometric index. We get immediately
Lemma 2.1 (Weak Bodge decomposition)
Di, with domain T>^ and range 7^. With

Denote by D^ the adjoint operator of

Hi := ker Di n ker D^

(2.5)

we have the orthogonal decomposition

Hi = Hi ® Ki^ ®7^ .

(2.6)

A:=dim7^

(2.7)

This leads us to define
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as the I th analytic Betti number of the complex and, in case of finiteness,
i(^P):==^(-l)^
»>o

(2.8)

as the analytic index. The case of compact manifolds is mirrored abstractly in the
following result. To formulate it we introduce the operators
D : Z?ev ^ I>odd

(2.9)

A := D^D ® DD*

(2.10)

and
in analogy with (1.2) and (1.3); note that D is closed and that A is self-adjoint.
Theorem 2.2
The following conditions are equivalent.
1) /3i is finite for all i.
2) D is a Fredholm operator.
3) 0 ^ spec g A := the essential spectrum of A.
If one of these conditions is satisfied then each T^i is closed and /?, == /?,.
If one of the above conditions holds then we call (2.1) a Predholm complex. In this case
the weak Hodge decomposition becomes a strong Hodge decomposition i.e.
Hi^HiQni^Q^.

(2.11)

The natural object of spectral analysis with Hilbert complexes is, of course, the selfadjoint operator A. In this generality we will, however, not be able to say anything
about the nature of the spectrum. But it is useful to note that certain properties of a
Hilbert complex are invariant under deformations. To make this precise we introduce
the notion of a complex map: if we have two Hilbert complexes, (P,Z)) and (15', P'),
then a complex map, g^ is a family of bounded linear maps gi : Hi —»- H[ such that
gi(Pi} C V'i,

D\ o g, = g^ o D,.

(2.12)

Theorem 2.3
Let (T>,D) and (R^D') be isomorphic Hilbert complexes. Then
1) ^ = ^ for all i,
2) /3.=^ for alii,
3) spec g A = 0 if and only if spec g A' = 0.
Now let M be an arbitrary Riemannian manifold and consider a Dirac complex
(C^°{E)^d) as in (1.1); this is well defined since we require compact supports. More
generally, consider vector spaces I\ C C^°(Ei) with
d,(I\) C F.+i,

(2.13a)

d^Fi) C I\.i,

(2.136)

The Riemannian metric and the hermitean structure define the Hilbert space
.L ^); we require that r, is large in the sense that its closure, I^F,, in I^^Ei} satisfies
2

Co^on^r^r..
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(2.14)

We will call the complex (I\ri) a Dirac complex, too, and refer to {C§°{E), d) as a full
Dirac complex.
We ask whether we can associate to the complex (I\cf) a Hilbert complex (Z),P).
Thus we want to find closed extensions Di of d^ with domain Z>i, such that ('D, D) becomes a Hilbert complex. Note that di and d\ have closed extensions being differential
operators. In particular, we have the closures or minimal extensions c?i,min? d^ min? anc^
the maximal extensions
"i,max ^== (^i,min)

?

^i,max = ^,min •

Any closed extension, P,, of di then satisfies di,min C Di C c^max- Following Cheeger
[Chl] we will call any choice of closed extensions for the di that produces a Hilbert
complex an ideal boundary condition. We find without difficulty
Lemma 2.4
Ideal boundary conditions exist for any Dirac complex (F.d). For
example, we may choose Di = c^min or Di = rf^niaxThus we can associate to each Dirac complex the self-adjoint extensions of A
coming from the various ideal boundary conditions. It is reasonable (cf. [Chl]) to
call the extensions coming from c?i,niin and c?i,max the Dirichlet and the Neumann
extension^ respectively, to be denoted by AD and A^v. It is interesting to remark
that the Friedrichs extension, Aji?, may not belong to an ideal boundary condition (cf.
Section 3 for an example). Thus the search for Hilbert complexes leads to distinguished
boundary conditions which are not easily detected on the level of the Dirac operator
d : CS°{E^) ^ Co^odd) or the Laplace operator A : C§°{E) -^ C§°(E). Besides the
cohomology theory these "geometric" boundary conditions are a good motivation to
study Hilbert complexes.

3. We now explain how various spectral problems on singular spaces fit into this
abstract framework.
1) Complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds
By well known results, in this case A is essentially self-adjoint for each Dirac complex,
hence there is a unique Hilbert complex associated to it. For the de Rham complex,
one is interested first of all in the vanishing or nonvanishing of the /3,. In the case of a
simply connected manifold, M771, of negatively pinched curvature, it was conjectured
by Singer and Dodziuk [Dodi] that f3i = 0 for i ^ m/2. This was shown to be false in
general by Anderson [An]; but recently Gromov [Gr] proved an even stronger result in
the Kahler case: Let M be a complete Kahler manifold of complex dimension m/2 and
with Kahler form uj = rfa, where sup ||o'(p)|| < oo. If M admits a compact quotient
p€M
then
H^ = 0 if p + q ^ m/2, H^ ^ 0 if p + q = m/2.
Here W^ denotes the Z^-harmonic forms of bi degree (p,g). For more information
on nonvanishing of L2 harmonic forms cf. [Dod2]. For general Dirac complexes, the
F-index theorem of Atiyah [At] gives a tool to conclude that ^ f3i > 0 if M admits
i

compact quotients.
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Another question of interest is the Fredholm property of D which is equivalent
to the finiteness of the cohomology, by Theorem 2.2. In this case, one would like
to interpret the cohomology topologically. This has been done e.g. in the case of
hermitean locally symmetric spaces (cf. [Sa+St], [Lo]) where the cohomology (with
local coefficients) coincides with the Goresky-MacPherson intersection homology of
the Bailey-Borel compactification.
Even if D is not Fredholm it may happen that the analytic Betti numbers /3, are
finite. In fact, it has been shown by Moscovici [Mo] that this is true for all invariant
Dirac operators on locally symmetric spaces of finite volume. Recently, W. Ballmann
and the author have shown that this also holds on manifolds with negatively pinched
curvature and finite volume. Though it seems very difficult to compute the /3 — i
individually the analytic index is sometimes more tractable. For results in this direction
cf. [At+Don+Si], [Ba+Mo], [Br], [Co+Mo], [Mul], [Mu2], [R], [St].
2) Algebraic varieties
Let M be the nonsingular locus of an algebraic variety embedded in some projective
space CP1^. The Fubini-Study metric on CP^ induces a Kahler metric on M, and
the natural elliptic complex associated to it is the Dolbeault complex. In contrast
to the previous example, we now have to expect many ideal boundary conditions. It
is very interesting to determine whether any of these leads to a Fredholm complex
and, if so, to interpret the cohomology or to calculate the (geometric) index. It was
conjectured by MacPherson [McP] that the Neumann extension leads to a Fredholm
complex whose index equals the arithmetic genus of any "small" resolution of M.
The incorrectness of this conjecture was observed by several people. In the case of a
curve it was shown in [Br+Pe+Sch] that all boundary conditions lead to a Fredholm
complex and all indices were calulated. In particular, the MacPherson conjecture
was shown to hold for the Dirichlet extension; intuitively, the minimal extension does
not feel the singularities. For higher dimensions, however, very little is known (cf. e.g.
[Ch+Go+McP]), in particular one does not know whether the Dirichlet extension leads
to a Fredholm complex.
3. Conic singularities
Now M has a decomposition M = M\ U U where Mi is a compact manifold with
boundary and U is isometric to (0,1) x N with metric
dx2+x2dsN(x)2.

(3.1)

Here N = QM\ is compact, x is the canonical coordinate on (0,1), and ds^^x)2 is a
smooth family of Riemannian metrics on N for x € [0,1). The spectral analysis on
these spaces has been initiated by Cheeger [Chl] who treated the case of metric cones
i.e. dspf(x)2 = dsN^O)2, his analysis was extended to the more general case in [Br+Se2].
There it has been shown that to each Dirac operator d on M one can associate a selfadjoint Dirac operator d1^ on N such that the closed extensions of d are parametrized
by the subspaces of Q) ker^^ — ,§). All these extensions are Fredholm and their
H<1/2

indices can be calculated explicitly. On the other hand, for the de Rham complex
there is a unique ideal boundary condition unless H^'^^H^ -^ 0. In the latter case,
the ideal boundary conditions are parametrized by the *TV -invariant decompositions of
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ft71/2 (TV"), In particular, it may well happen that Ap = A/»/ ^ Aji? in which case the
Friedrichs extension should be regarded as "nongeometric".
Cheeger [Chl] has also calculated the cohomology of a suitable ideal boundary
condition and identified it with the intersection homology of the closure of M.
The index formula is proved by the heat equation method as in (1.6); if D is closed
and Fredholm and if in addition e""^ is trace class then as before
indZ^trse-^.

One needs, however, a very explicit formula for the coefficients in the asymptotic expansion. This is achieved for the (somewhat stronger) resolvent expansion by means
of the Singular Asymptotics Lemma [Br+Se2] which reflects the typical scaling associated with^the metric (3.1). The natural contribution of the singularity - i.e. the tip
of the cone - turns out to be 77(^)5 the ^-invariant of the operator d^ on N. For the
signature operator this was also pointed out by Cheeger.
4) Wedge-like singularities
We now assume that M = M\\JU where M\ is again compact with boundary and U has
now a fibration (0,1) x Z —^ U -^ (0,1) x S, Z, S compact, with metric asymptotically
(as x —> 0) equal to
da2+dx2+x2dsz((T)2,
(3.2)
(a;, a) local coordinates on (0,1) xS. In this case the description of boundary conditions
is yet rather incomplete. We can associate, however, with each Dirac operator d on M
a family d(cr), a G S, of self-adjoint Dirac operators on Zy w Z. If
Q) ker(d(a)-5)=0

for all a € S

H<1/2

then A is essentially self-adjoint hence coincides with the Friedrichs extension. Then
again the resolvent expansion can be shown to exist [Br+Se3] implying that D is
Fredholm. The typical contribution of the singularity - i.e. S - to the index coincides
for E = S1 with a formula given by Witten [W] for the adiabatic limit of ^-invariants
(cf. [Bi+F], [Ch2] for rigorous derivations). One obtains the quantity

•

const / 1 / oo < a tr^(^d(<7)d(<7)e- td(s)2 )dt|^^d<7
a
Js JQ

(3.3)

where ft is an almost complex structure on Z<y, * denotes the a-derivative, and the <integral is defined by regular analytic extension. This furnishes a new proof of Witten's
formula in this situation. For arbitrary dimension of E one expects a close connection
with the recent work of Bismut and Cheeger [Bi+Ch].
5) Orbit spaces of compact group actions
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and G C I{M) a closed subgroup of the
isometry group. If {C§°(E)^d) is a full Dirac complex we get a Dirac complex (F,d)
setting I\ := C^^Ei)0^ the G-invariant sections. It can be shown [Br+H] that in
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this case A is essentially self-adjoint and that e""^ is trace class. Also, there is an
asymptotic expansion
^-^-(4^)-^ ^ aijt^log^.

\3A)

i>0
0<j<N

The coefficients are, however, only very implicitly known. For example, it is an open
question whether logarithmic terms do actually occur in (3.4), cf. [Br+Sch].
The spectral analysis can be viewed as analysis of natural elliptic operators on the
orbit space M/G.
6) The basic de Rham complex for Riemannian foliations
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold equipped with a Riemannian foliation T.
The basic de Rham complex is the complex given by
I\ := {uj e ^(M) | XL-O; = X^d^ = 0 for all X 6 C°°(T^} ,
di := exterior differential on H\M) ,
Then (2.13a) is satisfied but not (2.13b), cf. [K+T]. Nevertheless, taking Di ==: closure
of di leads to a Hilbert complex which is Fredholm such that the "basic cohomology"
is finite. This can be generalized to other "foliated" Dirac operators; also, the heat expansion exists in this case which may lead also to "basic" index theorems (cf. [Br+K]).
This analysis can be thought of as spectral analysis on the space of leaves which is
highly singular.
7) Domains with singular boundary
Let M^1 be a compact Riemannian manifold and M an open subset such that
9M has finite Minkowski measure in dimension m — 1+<5, ( ) < < ? < 1. For any Dirac
complex (Cy^I?), d) we obtain a corresponding Dirac complex on M by restriction. It
has been shown in [Fl+Lap] that the Dirichlet Laplacean on functions, Ao, is discrete
and that the counting function
N{t) = HA € spec A | A ^ t}
has the asymptotic behavior
N(t) = c^vol Mt^2 +0(< ( m ^ l + 5 ) / 2 ).
This implies the asymptotic behavior
tre-^ 0 -c^volMt- 111 / 2 .
It is therefore interesting to ask, in this setting, whether Ajp has at least two terms
or even a full expansion for tre"^^. If it does not hold in this generality then one
would want to know the minimal smoothness requirements on the boundary assuring
the existence of an asymptotic expansion.
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